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INTRODUCTION
One of the hallmarks of the Internet is online shopping. Consumers can shop online 24hours a day and from anywhere in the world via computers, tablets, and smartphones.
Online transactions are known as e-commerce, because “the price and terms of the sale are
negotiated over an internet.”1 In the U.S. economy, online shopping has become the dominant
retail channel preferred by consumers.2 For example, in 2012 consumers spent $186.2 billion in
online shopping.3 Furthermore, online shopping now accounts for “10 percent of total U.S.
retail spending.”4 A Forrester Research study “predicts that e-commerce will grow to . . . $317
billion by 2017.”5 The report further notes, that online retailers’ sales growth, have
surpassed that of traditional retail stores.6 As a result, traditional retail stores are losing market
share to online retailers.7 These figures highlight e-commerce’s impact in the retail
marketplace.

A. The Call For E-Fairness Legislation
One of the advantages of shopping online for consumers—is not paying sales tax.8
However, tax-free online shopping may soon come to a halt, thanks to federal legislation.9
Online retailers are not required to collect sales tax in states where they do not have a
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physical-presence.10 A precedent established by two U.S. Supreme Court landmark cases
National Bellas Hess v. Dep’t of Revenue of Illinois, and Quill Corp. v. North Dakota.11 State
governments and traditional brick-and-mortar retailers have recognized the potential financial
benefits of requiring online retailers to collect sales tax, and have lobbied congress for a federal
solution to resolve the “unfair [tax] advantage.”12

In response, last May, the U.S. Senate

approved legislation that would allow states to collect sales tax from online retailers,
who conduct business with its citizens. 13 The Marketplace Fairness Act (“MFA”) was passed
with bipartisan support by a vote of 69-27.14 Because the purpose of the MFA is to restore
fairness to traditional retail stores and recover lost revenue for states, its proponents are calling
the MFA “e-fairness” legislation.15 During the passage of the bill, the MFA’s lead sponsor,
Senator Mike Ezie, stated, “It’s time to stop discriminating through the tax code and put local
and Main Street retailers on a level playing field with their out-of-state and online
counterparts.”

16

While the U.S. House of Representatives have yet to take up the measure, the

majority of American consumers are opposed to an internet-sales-tax law.17 According to the
Gallup poll, 57 percent of adults and 73 percent of young adults said they w o u l d vote
against a law that would allow states to tax their online purchases.18
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B. Key Aspects Of The Marketplace Fairness Act Of 2013
The Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement (“SSUTA”) and the small-seller
exception are cornerstone provisions of the MFA.19 As reported by the National Conference of
State Legislatures, the SSUTA is “a multi-state effort to simplify and modernize the states’
sales and use tax collection systems.”20 A simplified multi-state sales tax collection system is
critical to online retailers, because under the MFA, online retailers will be required to collect
and remit sales tax for 46 states and nearly 10,000 jurisdictions.21 This will likely present a
challenge for small online businesses. To protect small online businesses from being unfairly
burdened by the act, the MFA creates the small-seller exception.22 The small-seller exception
only applies to online retailers whose revenue does not exceed $1 million.23 However, online
retailers argue that requiring them to collect sales tax—removes their competitive
advantage.24 And some online retailers have even called for a $10 million small-seller
exception, those that sales revenue exceeds the MFA’s $1 million threshold, but are small
enough to still be considered small business.25 Opponents, however, argue that the MFA is
simply a tax on consumers and small business.26
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This Note examines the purpose of the Marketplace Fairness Act of 2013, and the effect
it will have on Amazon and e-commerce, state governments, and traditional retailers. First, part
I will provide a background context to the Supreme Court’s physical-presence requirement by
reviewing two of the Court’s landmark decisions, which laid the legal foundation for states to
tax online retailers.27 Then, part II is an analysis of Amazon, the Internet’s largest retailer,
who is also the biggest target of the MFA, but stands to benefit t h e m o s t from the act.28
Next, part III will expound on why state governments’ support the MFA.29 Part IV explores
the reasons why critics of the MFA oppose the act. Finally, part V explains why traditional
brick-and-mortar retailers support the MFA. This Note concludes that the Marketplace Fairness
Act will have a significant economic impact on Amazon and e-commerce, state governments,
and traditional retailers.

I. THE NEXUS REQUIREMENT
A state cannot tax an online retailer, unless the online retailer has a physical presence in
the state, like that of a traditional brick-and-mortar retailer.30 This is the supreme law of the
land, and proponents of the MFA, seek to have it overturned.31 In 1967, the Supreme Court in
National Bellas Hess v. Dep’t of Revenue of Illinois, ruled that the Department of Revenue for
the State of Illinois did not have the power to require the plaintiff, National Bellas Hess
(“National”), an out-of-state mail order house, to collect taxes from its consumers that were
citizens of Illinois.32

National did not have a distribution center, warehouse, office or sales

representative in Illinois.33
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Therefore, National did not have a physical presence in the state.34 The Court reasoned that
National’s only contacts in the State of Illinois were through “the U.S. mail or common carrier,”
when National mailed its semi-annual catalog to its customers. 35 And in return, its customers
mailed their orders for merchandise to National’s plant in Kansas City, Missouri.36 In its ruling,
the Court noted that it “has never held that a State may impose the duty of use tax collection
and payment upon a seller whose only connection with customers in the State is by common
carrier or the United States mail.”37
In 1992, twenty-five years after the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in National Bellas
Hess, the Court revisited the physical presence requirement in Quill Corp. v. North Dakota. In
Quill Corp., the North Dakota State Supreme Court held that the ruling in National Bellas
Hess was no longer applicable.38

Because Quill Corp.’s “economic presence” in the state

depended on North Dakota’s services and benefits which created “a constitutionally sufficient
nexus to justify imposition of the purely administrative duty of collecting and remitting the use
tax.” 39 The U.S. Supreme Court disagreed.40 The Court explained that its decision in National
Bellas Hess was still “good law.”41

Similar to the plaintiff in National Bellas Hess, Quill

Corp. was an out-of-state mail order house that “solicited business through catalogs . . . . and
deliver[ed] all of its merchandise to its customers by mail or common carrier.”42 In addition,
Quill Corp. did not have a warehouse, office, or an employee in North Dakota to justify the
physical-presence requirement for taxation.43
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Ruling in Quill Corp’s. favor the Court remarked, “a vendor whose only contacts with the taxing
State are by mail or common carrier lacks the ‘substantial nexus’ required by the Commerce
Clause.”44 The substantial nexus—physical-presence—requirement is significant because it’s “a
means for limiting state burdens on interstate commerce.”45 Lastly, setting the stage for future
congressional action, the Court noted, “Congress is now free to decide whether, when, and to
what extent the States may burden interstate mail-order concerns with a duty to collect use
taxes.”46 National Bellas Hess and Quill Corp. are landmark Supreme Court decisions and
their substantial nexus requirement applies to online retailers as it did out-of-state mail order
houses.47

II. AMAZON THE GREAT WHITE SHARK OF ONLINE RETAIL48
In 1995, CEO & Founder Jeff Bezos launched Amazon.com (“Amazon”), an online
bookstore.49 Today, Amazon is the largest online retailer in the world.50

In fact, Amazon has

been called the “Wal-Mart of online shopping,” offering lower prices to Internet shoppers that
rival that of traditional retailers.51 According to Amazon’s website, the online retailer “strives to
be Earth's most customer-centric company where people can find and discover virtually
anything they want to buy online.”52 Amazon’s investment in its customers’ experience seems
to be working.
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Amongst the top 100 online retailers, Amazon ranked the highest in customer satisfaction, scoring
higher than: Apple; Best Buy; Barnes and Noble; and JC Penny.53 It is estimated that
Amazon’s website receives—162 million monthly visitors and accounts for one-third of ecommerce sales.54 Because of its success, Amazon is the main target of the MFA.55 Despite
being at the center of the MFA’s enforcement, Amazon supports Congress’s e-fairness
legislation.56

A. Amazon Clashes With The States
Amazon has not always been an advocate of e-fairness legislation.57 Prior to supporting
the MFA, Amazon argued that collecting sales tax for state governments would be
“administratively burdensome.”58 As it currently stands, Amazon enjoys a competitive price
advantage over traditional brick-and-mortar retailers by not collecting sales tax.59 And if state
governments required Amazon to collect sales tax, Amazon would lose its competitive price
advantage.60 Because state governments are not permitted to tax Amazon, unless Amazon has a
nexus within the state, and it’s estimated that “about $1 billion of the amount states lose
53
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from e-commerce is related to transactions on Amazon.”61 As state governments were faced
with budget shortfalls, the states enacted legislation to compel Amazon to collect sales and use
tax.62 In compelling Amazon to impose their sales tax, state governments were strategic in their
approach and careful not to violate the Supreme Court’s physical-presence requirement.63

1. States Enact Amazon Laws
In 2008, New York became the first state to pass an “Amazon Law.” 64 The legislation
regarded Amazon as having a physical presence in New York, through Amazon’s advertisement
on New York-based Affiliates’ websites.65 The Affiliates were businesses who received a
commission or referral fee from Amazon for a transaction that originated from the affiliate’s
website.66 Amazon satisfied the Supreme Court’s physical-presence requirement through its
relationship with local New York-based affiliates and therefore, could collect sales tax on
online purchases in the state.67 The passage of New York’s Amazon law was a significant step
forward for state governments eager to close the online sales tax gap. Especially since, “Amazon
reported having 500,000 Affiliates in 2000” and likely had much more in 2008.68 It was
estimated that New York’s Amazon law would bring the state “$25 million in new state sales tax
collection in 2009.”69
61
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North Carolina and Rhode Island soon followed suit and passed their own Amazon laws.70 In
response, Amazon discontinued its Affiliate program in North Carolina and in Rhode Island and
threatened to terminate its Affiliate program in other states that enacted Amazon laws.71 In
addition, Amazon took its dispute with New York’s Amazon law to state court, arguing that the
law violated Quill Corp.’s physical-presence requirement.72 Ultimately, the New York Court
of Appeals decided that New York’s Amazon law was constitutional, because it met Quill
Corp.’s substantial nexus test.73 And that Amazon ought to “shoulder [their] appropriate tax
burden.”74 Seeking to have the New York state appeals court decision overturned, Amazon
subsequently appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.75 And on December 2, 2013, the U.S.
Supreme Court declined to hear Amazon’s case.76 Thus, New York’s Amazon law is
constitutional.77 As of today, 13 states have enacted Amazon laws requiring Amazon through
their locally state-based Affiliates to collect and remit state sales tax.78

2. Amazon Receives Unpaid Tax Bill
In 2010, Texas became the next state to publicly battle Amazon.79

The State of

Texas Comptroller’s office reported that roughly $600 million a year in online sales tax go
uncollected in the state.80

Based on the results of a state audit, Texas Comptroller, Susan

Combs, sent Amazon a $269 million tax bill for the period December 2005–2009, for uncollected
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sales taxes, interest and penalties.81 Amazon received the tax bill, because it operated a
distribution center in Irving, Texas.82 Comptroller Combs argued that the State of Texas was
within its right to tax Amazon, because Amazon had a physical- presence in the state.83
However, Amazon argued that its Irving location did not satisfy the physical- presence
requirement established by the Supreme Court, since the Irving distribution center “was owned
by a subsidiary and did not represent a company storefront.”84 Additionally, Amazon questioned
the accuracy of the audit, since the distribution center had “a taxable value of about $33
million.”85

Amazon contested the audit and asked the State Comptroller’s office for a

redetermination.86 Moreover, to insulate itself from future taxation in Texas, Amazon revealed
it was shutting down its Irving distribution center and suspending its Texas expansion plans.87
The closure of the distribution center would mean the loss of 119 jobs.88
In a failed attempt to resolve its tax problem with Texas, Amazon offered the state a
compromise in 2011.89 Amazon’s proposal to the Texas legislature included bringing 6,000
new jobs to the state and $300 million in capital investments in return for a 4 ½-year online
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sales tax collection exemption.90 The Texas legislature rejected Amazon’s proposal and in turn,
passed legislation requiring retailers with “distribution centers or warehouses in the state” to
collect and remit sales tax.91 Texas Governor, Rick Perry, vetoed the bill and announced his
support for keeping Amazon in Texas.92 Finally, in April of 2012, Amazon ended its two-year
battle with the State of Texas and as part of the agreement, “promised to ‘create at least 2,500
jobs and make at least $200 million in capital investments’ in Texas [over] the next four
years.”93

3. Amazon The Deal Maker
Since reaching its agreement with Texas, Amazon has brokered similar deals with
several states that aim to capitalize on online sales tax revenue. 94 In California, as part of an
agreement, Amazon ended its “campaign to place a repeal referendum on the June 2012 state
ballot,” protesting California’s collection of online sales tax.95 In agreeing to do so, Amazon
promised to construct two distribution centers and approximately 10,000 new jobs in the
state.96 In exchange, California gave Amazon a one-year exemption from collecting sales tax—
bypassing $80 million in online sales tax revenue.97 Next, Amazon reached an agreement with
the State of Florida by promising to make $300 million investment in the state, building
distribution warehouses and creating about 3,000 new jobs.98
90
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Wisconsin, Maryland, and South Carolina offered

Amazon

special

financing

structures, tax credits, and free land to entice the online retailer to their states.99

In

Wisconsin, the City of Kenosha offered Amazon $17 million in tax increment financing to
build its distribution warehouse, creating 1,100 new jobs.100 And in Maryland, Amazon will
benefit from “$40-million in state and local tax credits to build” its warehouse and create 1,000
jobs.101 Of the three states, South Carolina offered up the most economic incentives to Amazon
to attract the online retailer to its state.102 South Carolina’s state legislature “offered up more
than $33 million in incentives, including free land, a property-tax cut and payroll-tax
credits.”103 In addition, the legislature gave Amazon a five-year sales tax exemption.104 As
part of South Carolina’s economic development package, Amazon will invest $125 million in
the state and create 2,000 new jobs.105 The State of New Jersey will also gain nearly $40
million in annual sales tax revenue based on its arrangement with Amazon.106 Amazon plans
to invest $130 million in New Jersey, creating 1,500 jobs and two new warehouses.107
In 2012, Indiana negotiated a deal with Amazon that would increase the state’s sales
tax revenue by an additional $20 million.108
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In return, the state exempted Amazon from sales tax collection until 2014.109

In 2007,

Amazon “open[ed] its first warehouse in Indiana with the promise that state lawmakers
wouldn't push for online sales tax collection.”110 Amazon has since built three distribution
centers in the state and is planning a fourth.111 Like its tax- exemption deal with Indiana,
Amazon reached similar deals with both Nevada and Tennessee, agreeing to collect sales tax in
2014.112 The State of Nevada gave Amazon a two-year sales tax exemption in 2012.113 In
return, Amazon’s warehouse and distribution centers in Nevada will generate about $16
million a year, beginning in 2014.114

In Tennessee, where Amazon has two distribution

centers, the online retailer will build two additional distribution centers and create 2,000
new jobs by investing $350 million in the state.115

Tennessee Governor, Bill Haslem,

“estimated that Amazon accounts for about 10 percent of forgone sales tax revenues from
online sales.” 116
In 2013, Amazon ended a two-year sales tax battle with Connecticut.117 Connecticut
reported that the state expected to receive up to $23 million from Amazon over two-years
in sales tax collection.118 Moreover, Amazon promised Connecticut a $50 million order109
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fulfillment center that would “create hundreds of jobs.”119 Amazon will also produce hundreds of
high-tech jobs in the State of Massachusetts with the opening of its research facility in
Cambridge.120 The Massachusetts Department of Revenue anticipates an additional $36.7 million
in revenue in 2014, created by Amazon’s sales tax collection.121 Lastly, Amazon began collecting
sales tax in Arizona and Pennsylvania after pressure from the states’ legislatures.122 In Arizona,
the online retailer maintains four distribution centers and “six fulfillment centers in
Pennsylvania.”

123

Amazon now collects sales tax in 19 states—“more than half of the U.S.

[population].”124

B. Amazon Supports E-Fairness
Despite Amazon’s anti-sales tax history towards the states, the online retailer has testified
before Congress for a federal solution to state taxation of e-commerce.125 Amazon’s Vice
President, Paul Misener, testified before the Senate Commerce Committee that Amazon strongly
supports “an even-handed nationwide framework for state sales tax collection, and only Congress
may create this framework.”126 Misener further explained, that Amazon is adamantly
119
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opposed to state taxation of e-commerce because of the “constitutional limitation on
states’ authority to collect sales tax.”127

“Congress should enact S. 1832 (the MFA) to

protect the states’ rights, address the states’ fiscal needs, and level the playing field for all
sellers,” stated Misener. As it relates to states’ rights, Misener argued, uniformity (referring to
the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement) is the key revenue policy, for states
collecting sales tax across state lines.128 Misener believes t h a t t h e states’ fiscal needs
could be taken care of without additional federal spending under the MFA, because the MFA
provides an avenue for state sales tax collection to be reformed—“to collect more efficiently the
billions of dollars of uncollected sales/use tax revenue already owed.”129 Misener also believes
that the enactment of the MFA will level the playing field for Main Street’s traditional retailers
and protect small businesses.130 States’ collection of e-commerce sales tax is not a burden on
interstate commerce, thanks to advances in computing technology, Misner argues. 131 This is
probably because computing technology will enable small and medium retailers who are not
exempted from the MFA’s small seller exception, to collect and remit sales taxes.132
Misener lists several reasons why Amazon supports the MFA; however, what he does
not mention, is that Amazon could potentially become more profitable with the passage of
the MFA.133 As part of its long-term strategy, Amazon knew that if it expanded its distribution
centers into the states, the online retailer would eventually—have to collect state sales tax.134
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This helps explain why Amazon supports the MFA.135 Under the MFA, each participant state
that collects online sales tax will have to comply with a simplified rate of sales and use tax.136
And with its planned expansion into the states, Amazon favors a “simplified taxation regime,”
rather than being at the mercy of each individual state’s tax laws.137 Also, as a business
matter, this move makes perfect economic sense for Amazon; since the online retailer plans to
develop a national network of distribution centers.138 According to industry experts, Amazon is
building warehouses across the nation to create a first-class speed delivery system.139 Amazon
is preparing for what is being called the “next great frontier of retail—same-day delivery.”140
This also sheds light into Amazon’s motive for securing favorable tax incentives with state
governments to build its distribution centers.141 These deals were a win-win for Amazon for
two reasons: (1) Amazon was able to procure favorable economic packages from the states for
building its distribution centers; and (2) Amazon received favorable deals from the states for
distribution centers it was going to build regardless of the incentives as part of its national
network.142
However, another not so obvious reason for Amazon’s support of the MFA, is that
under the MFA, Amazon’s online retail competitors will also be required to collect s t a t e
sales tax.143 A scenario where Amazon may see its market share increase, if its online retail
competitors cannot successfully thrive without their tax advantage; and they’re ultimately
forced to shut down. Additionally, Amazon owns the software to calculate each jurisdiction’s
135
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sales tax and could charge other online retailers a licensing fee to use the software—increasing
Amazon’s Revenue.144

III.

STATES COLLECT WHAT’S OWED

State governments overwhelmingly support the MFA.145 In 2012, states lost an estimated
$13 billion to online retailers and e-commerce sales.146 States view the $13 billion in uncollected
sales tax, as a significant source of uncollected revenue that can relieve their budgetary woes.147
As noted by one of the legislation’s sponsors, the MFA is “fiscal relief for the states that does not
cost the federal government a dime.”148 Most importantly, the uncollected revenue can help
boost state and local economies building roads, schools, and other capital improvement projects.
149

Moreover, the research and consulting firm, Laffer Associates, found that the additional

sales tax revenue brought into the states by the MFA, will lead to enhanced employment
growth.150

A. States’ Sales And Use Tax
Amongst property and income tax, sales tax is a significant source of revenue for state
governments, accounting for “one-third of total state own-source revenue.” 151
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States collect a portion of their revenue from sales tax on retail transactions.152 In the U.S.,
45 states collect sales tax, ranging from 2.9 to 7.5 percent (with a median rate of 6
percent).153 While sales tax is imposed on in-state transactions, states levy a use tax on
out-of-state transactions from vendors that do not have a physical presence in the state.154
The history behind the sales and use tax was “to treat purchases equally, whether made from
an in- or out-of-state seller.”155
States created the use tax to discourage its residents from purchasing goods from an out
of-state vendor.156 For example, before 2012, a resident of Texas could purchase a book from
Amazon for $10.00 without paying a use tax. Now, as discussed earlier, because of Amazon’s
compromise with the State of Texas, the resident’s purchase would include an 8.25 percent
use tax, totaling $10.83. This represents the same amount the resident would pay for a $10.00
book at Barnes & Noble, an in-state vendor in Texas. Texas can collect either the use tax for the
transaction from the resident (purchaser) or Amazon (vendor). Use tax, accounts for almost
10 percent of the sales and use tax revenue collected by states.157 Typically, states lose out on
use tax revenue because of the difficulty in collecting the tax.158 Although, residents have a
legal responsibility to remit use tax back to the states, they almost never do.159 In fact, many
residents are unaware of this requirement, and the states hardly enforce this law.160 Both the
advancement of the Internet and the growth of e-commerce has helped increase use taxes,
however, “many online retailers are not required to collect [use] taxes,” resulting in a loss of
152
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state revenue.161 Proponents of the MFA argue e-fairness is not a new tax.162 They contend the
MFA, “merely corrects a tax avoidance problem,” and enables states to enforce an uncollected
use tax.163

B. The Impact Of E-Fairness In The States
The Supreme Court’s 1992 decision in Quill Corp. has prohibited state governments
from taxing e-commerce transactions, unless an online retailer has a physical-presence in the
state.164 The current law has created a practice that allows online retailers to avoid taxation
by not having a physical-presence in a state that collects sales and use tax.165 Which has also
given rise to a consumer-purchasing trend that favors online shopping and tax avoidance.166
As a result, for the past 13-years, states have witnessed their sales tax base decrease, while ecommerce sales continues to increase.167 To make up for the decline in their sales tax
base, states have raised their sales tax rates.168 Not only does this type of business behavior
have an economic effect on state and local governments, but the U.S. economy as well.169
In 2012, states lost out on $13 billion in potential sales tax revenue from e-commerce
transactions, and it is “estimate[d] that these losses will grow to between $27 billion and $33
billion by 2022 without corrective action.”170 Therefore, under the MFA, states would have the
authority to enforce their tax laws against online retailers and close the current tax loophole.171
161
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In a collective effort, states formed the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement
(“SSUTA”) in 2002, to ease the sales and use tax collection process for online retailers.172 The
SSUTA simplifies the sales tax of 9,600 jurisdictions, making it easier for online retailers
to collect and remit use tax.

173

Specifically, the SSUTA aims “to minimize the costs and

administrative burdens placed on [online] retailers that collect sales tax . . . in multiple
states.”174 States argue that advances in technology have minimized the burdens placed on
interstate commerce and permits sales tax collection in multiple states.

175

The burden on

interstate commerce was the basis for the Supreme Court’s ruling in Quill Corp.176 Under the
MFA, states would have to provide online retailers with tax-collection “software free of
charge.”177 As supporters of the MFA, states will also bear the initial cost of the software to
guarantee that online retailers are in compliance with e-fairness legislation.178

With the

enactment of the MFA, states will have created an “effective enforcement mechanism,” to
retrieve their sales and use tax from online retailers, since they stand to gain billions in
uncollected sales tax revenue.179
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IV. RESTRICTING THE STATES’ “LONG-ARM” REACH180
Anti-tax and conservative groups, who are opponents of e-fairness legislation, argue the
MFA is simply a tax increase on American businesses and individuals.181 Adding that both
states and traditional retailers have a vested economic interest in the passage of the legislation.182
The MFA will allow states to procure revenue that can be used to address their budgetary
matters, and will require online retailers—to be taxed.183 Opponents argue the amount of
revenue that states would generate from e-commerce sales tax is disputable. 184 And therefore, are
skeptical of states advocating for e-fairness legislation.185 Because critics believe the MFA will
extend states’ “long-arm authority” to tax beyond their borders and increase the amount of
taxes consumers pay.186 Furthermore, critics assert, the MFA “discourages free-market
competition” because it “picks [the] winners and losers.”187 Lastly, opponents believe small
businesses will be financially hampered with the potential costs associated with collecting and
remitting sales and use taxes to the states.188

A. Taxation Without Representation
Passage of the MFA, means more taxes for the American consumer.189 This is the view
of e-fairness legislation opponents.190 Despite the states’ argument that the MFA “merely corrects
a tax avoidance problem” and it is not a new tax. Opponents however, contend that although the
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sales and use tax, is not a new tax, it will seem like a “tax hike” to consumers shopping online.191
Opponents also disagree with the states wanting to use sales tax revenue gained from the MFA to
address their budgetary concerns.192 Opponents propose that before pursuing sales tax revenue, the
states fiscal policy, should be to reduce their spending.193 Opponents also believe the amount of
sales tax revenue states are expecting from enforcing the MFA, is inaccurate.194 They note, that a
substantial amount of e-commerce transactions are currently being taxed.195 For example, 17 of
the 20 largest online retailers, “had retail stores or other facilities nationwide, and collected taxes
in all or almost all 46 states that impose[d] sales tax in 2008.”196 States point to data from a
2009 study to back their support for the MFA.197 The study estimated that in 2012 state
governments would lose $11.4 billion in uncollected sales tax revenue from e-commerce
transactions.198 However, critics rely on a more recent 2010 study that finds the estimated loss
amount to be $4.8 billion, which seriously calls into question the accuracy of the 2009 study.199
Furthermore, this is evident in California and New York, the two-states that enacted Amazon
Laws to recoup their uncollected sales tax revenue and received less than expected revenue from
their e-commerce transactions.200
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Most recently, a study performed by the U.S. Small Business Administration (“SBA”),
found that because of the MFA’s small-seller exemption, nearly 40 percent of e-commerce sales
would remain untaxed.201 As a result, the MFA will not be the significant source of revenue
that states originally expected.202 The MFA will exempt small online businesses that make at
least $1 million in revenue, and the SBA’s study found those business that are exempt,
“account for more than 57 percent” of e-commerce total sales.203 This information strengthens
critic’s apprehension of e-fairness legislation and the states desire for a new source of
revenue.204 Critics believe the MFA “should be evaluated with the same skepticism as any
other tax increases.”205 Especially since states would be granted taxing power beyond their
jurisdiction.206 Under the MFA, states will be permitted to tax online retailers that are not
registered in their states.207 And opponents fear that this may result in “double-taxation” for
online retailers.208

B. The Unfairness Of E-Fairness Legislation
U. S. Senator Mike Enzi, lead sponsor of e-fairness legislation, argued that the MFA
would “stop discriminati[on] through the tax code and put local and Main Street retailers on
a level playing field with their out-of-state online counterparts.”209 And U.S. Senator Dick
Durbin, lead co-sponsor of e-fairness legislation, further asserted “[b]usinesses. . . . don’t want
201
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special treatment.210 All they want is a level playing field.” However, opponents of e-fairness
legislation argue that the MFA does the exact opposite and promotes favoritism to in-state
businesses.211 In essence, conservative groups contend this type of legislation “discourages
free-market competition” and is prohibited by the U.S. Constitution.212

Citing the U.S.

Supreme Court, they argue “preservation of local industry by protecting it from the rigors of
interstate competition is the hallmark of the economic protectionism that the Commerce Clause
prohibits.”213 Because critics believe the MFA favors in-state businesses, they contend “the
government[’s] intervention in the economy to pick winners and losers,” discourages free
market principles.214 Opponents further add that the issue is not about taxes, because both instate retailers and out-of-state retailers are taxed.215 Online retailers pay taxes in their home
state, where they have a physical presence.216 Therefore, opponents believe the MFA is
unfairly biased against out-of-state online retailers.217
Critics of e-fairness legislation also maintain that the MFA “creates a new disparity and
impose new burdens” on small online businesses.218

Under the MFA, small online

businesses have to comply with the tax code of the 46 states and nearly 10,000 jurisdictions
that impose sales tax.219 Opponents assert that although the legislation requires the states to
furnish online businesses with free tax calculating software, the actual process of applying the
software to the—10,000 jurisdictions—will prove to be administratively burdensome for small
online businesses.220 As it relates to administrative expenses, small online businesses will bear
210
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the cost of “system integration, accounting, and audits,” associated with state sales tax
calculations.221 For example, small online businesses will have to complete and submit tax
returns to the 46 state taxing authorities and perform individual audits to guarantee the tax
return’s accuracy. 222 Opponents argue that this is a tough demand to place on small online
businesses.223 Because more than likely, they would have to devote more workers to managing
tax issues or else, incur an additional expense and contract out the work.224 This is “real money
to small businesses,” critics contend; because small businesses cannot, oftentimes, afford
additional expenses, due to their profit margins going to salaries and benefits.225

V.

E-FAIRNESS: LEVELS THE PLAYING FIELD

The National Retail Federation (“NRF”), the world’s largest trade association, and
traditional brick-and-mortar retailers both support the MFA.226 The retail industry supports efairness legislation because they believe it will level the playing field for all retailers—
removing online retailers’ competitive tax advantage—and protect small businesses through
an exemption.227 According to the NRF, “retail is a daily barometer of the health of the
nation’s economy.”228 Retail represents “one in four U.S. jobs— 42 million working Americans
and contributes $2.5 trillion to annual gross domestic product.”229 However, the advancement of
the Internet and consumer preference for e-commerce has cost traditional retailers local jobs,
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decreased market share, and decreased revenue.230 Proponents of the MFA argue that the surge
in e-commerce transactions are perpetuated by a “sales tax system [that] unfairly favors online
retailers—who are not required to collect sales tax on most sales—at the disadvantage of brickand-mortar merchants.”231
A phenomenon called showrooming is impacting the sales of traditional retailers.232
A recent Gallup poll survey found that traditional retailers “may be losing one customer in 10
to showrooming.”233 Consumers showroom when they review products in a traditional retail
store like Wal-Mart, but buy the product from an online retailer like Amazon.234 Before
2012, only “ a quarter of Wal-Mart customers shopped at Amazon,” however, since 2012 that
figure have doubled to half.235 One of the main reasons consumers showroom is because
online retailers typically offer lower prices than traditional retailers.236 According to advocates
of e-fairness legislation, showrooming reflects a consumer shopping-behavior that seeks to
avoid taxes.237 Based on the Gallup poll, 40 percent of consumers have showroomed at least
once.238 To combat the showrooming phenomena, traditional retailers have begun to reduce
certain product prices, offering lower than usual markdowns.239 Another strategy employed by
traditional retailers, is to enhance the consumer shopping experience.240
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For example, if an item is not available for in-store purchase, retailers have trained their
employees to encourage consumers to purchase the item from the retailer’s website, and not
from their online competitor’s website.241 This service greatly benefits the retailer, because it
keeps the consumers’ buying experience within the retailer’s ecosystem.242 Smartphones and
tablets are also an integral aspect of the showrooming phenomena.243 In fact, a report by
ComScore, labels the smartphone as “consumers most valued shopping companion.”244 The
report further finds that while traditional retailers are competing with e-commerce, mobile
commerce represents traditional retailers next threat.

VI.

CONCLUSION

The Marketplace Fairness Act of 2013 will have a significant economic impact on
Amazon and e-commerce, state governments, and traditional retailers. If e-fairness legislation
becomes law, the MFA will effectively overturn the Supreme Court’s 1992 precedent set in
Quill Corp., removing the nexus requirement for states to tax out-of-state vendors, including
online retailers. Thus, the law will give states the taxing power to require online retailers to
collect and remit sales and use tax from e-commerce sales. Although the estimated revenue that
states will receive from e-commerce taxation is undeterminable. For cash-strapped states
facing budget shortfalls, the revenue will be a welcomed bonus. Plus, states will now have
considerably more leverage over Amazon and online retailers to enforce their online sales and
use tax. And for traditional brick-and-mortar retailers who are losing market share and revenue
to online retailers and e-commerce, the MFA will level the competitive retail landscape.
This means that online retailers will no longer enjoy a tax advantage that allows them to sell
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products to consumers at a much lower price than traditional retailers. But perhaps the
greatest benefactor of the MFA is Amazon. Grasping the idea early on that state taxation was
imminent, the online retail giant secured favorable economic packages with state governments,
to develop its national network of distribution centers in preparation for its premier same-day
delivery service. If or when the MFA goes into effect, Amazon may also see its online
competitors disappear, while it carves out a new niche for itself, selling its own multi-state
taxing software to the competitors that remain. In sum, the MFA will economically benefit
those who advocated for its passage and reform state sales tax law.
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